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However, he seemed to have thought of something, and immediately guessed: “You said, this thing, is it the
ghost of Noirfork boy?”

“Otherwise, how could it be so coincidental? Yenching happened just after he came to Yenching?”

“Impossible.” Although the King of Fighters did not name him, Tang Hao and others quickly guessed who
the King of Fighters was talking about, so Tang Hao even retorted.

“Mark came to Gritsberg to visit relatives. I guess he would have gone back now.”

“Furthermore, I also beat him specifically, and he promised me that he would never cause trouble. So the
King of Fighters, you must be worrying too much. Although Mark is a little proud, he is not a person who
likes to make trouble. Isn’t the Jiangbei thing that the Lu family did too much to make him anxious?”

Tang Hao said vowedly, as if he was quite sure that this matter had nothing to do with Mark.

“Huh, it’s better to be so.”

“Otherwise, we must teach this guy some lessons.” The King of Fighters said coldly with a gloomy face.

However, during the conversation between the King of Fighters and the others, the person sent out by the
Juggernaut to investigate has already returned.

“How?”

“Is the investigation clear?” Sword Saint asked in a deep voice. Remember to read in one
second http://m.kanshu8.net

The man shook his head: “Back to the Sword Saint, I waited outside the Xujiamen for two days, but did not
wait for the person whom the Wei family worshipped.

“However, after conducting a background check on the Xu family, we discovered something interesting.”

“Oh? What’s the matter?” Tang Hao was also interested.

The investigator continued: “According to what we know, Xu Lei, the current head of the Xu family, at a
young age, not only controls the Xu family’s industry, but also the chairman of the Gritsberg Chamber of
Commerce. He is backed by a person named Mr. Chu.”

“Mr. Chu? Gritsberg still has this number?” Mo Gucheng asked in confusion.

http://m.kanshu8.net/


The investigator nodded: “Well, this Mr. Chu also emerged in recent years. It can be regarded as covering
the sky in the Gritsberg business community. Both the Xue family and the Xu family are only looking
forward to their horses. This person is honored as Yan in the Gritsberg secular world. Keio, his reputation is
not small.”

“When we learned of this person, we continued to investigate.”

“Soon, we were surprised to find that Mr. Wang Chu of Gritsberg was not a member of Gritsberg.”

“Instead, I was born in the land of Noirfork.”

Huh~

When this subordinate reported this, Mo Gucheng and Tang Hao were still drinking tea.

After hearing the word Noirfork, the two titled masters spewed out all the tea in the mouth.

“what?”

“Noirfork?”

“You are the king of Gritsberg, Mr. Chu from Noirfork?”

Tang Hao’s eyes stared out.

Mr. Jiang Dongchu is too familiar to a few of them.

After all, when the God of War suggested to grant Mark a title, they had already checked Mark’s
background.

They are naturally impressed by the title of Mr. Jiang Dongchu.

“Could it be that Mark really did it?”

“This bastard, didn’t you say that it’s good not to cause trouble?” Tang Hao said angrily with a bitter face.

You know, he just vowed to promise that this matter has nothing to do with Mark.

But who knows, this slapped face came so quickly.

“Humph!”

“I know that wherever this junior goes, he will bring disasters.”

“Stubborn by nature, it’s lawless!”

“This time, none of you stop me.”

“I must teach him a profound lesson.”



“Let him know that this is Gritsberg, not Noirfork, let alone his nonsense!”

Mo Gucheng, the King of Fighters, rushed to Xu’s house immediately after turning around.

However, before the King of Fighters walked out of the hall, a long-overdue figure arrived at the foot of
Yanshan Mountain.

Immediately afterwards, a thick and vigorous sound rang through the entire Yanshan Mountain.

“Hey, is the King of Fighters at home?”

“Your express has arrived, please sign for it!”
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Booming~

Life is like a muffled thunder, resounding through the world.

Under the power here, the entire Yanshan trembled three times.

In the hall, the King of Fighters and the Juggernaut, after hearing the words, were even more shocked and
left the table one after another.

“This power?”

“Could it be the titled master?”

The expressions of the three Juggernauts immediately became solemn.

Then there was a swish, and they all rushed out of the hall, rushing towards the place where the sound came
from.

However, when they arrived, at the foot of Yanshan Mountain, it was already empty and there was no
shadow at all.

There was only a wooden box the size of a coffin, lying quietly on the ground.

“It should have not gone far.” The first website m. kanshu8.net

“Go, let’s chase~”

The King of Fighters and the others did not immediately open the wooden box, but scattered out one after
another, chasing them in the distance.

An hour later, the three King of Fighters returned here again.

“How is it, did you catch it?”



After the three got together, they asked each other one after another.

However, the Juggernaut and others all shook their heads.

“I chased hundreds of kilometers without seeing any suspicious people.”

“It would be great if the God of War was there. He is fast and sensitive.”

“Definitely not let the intruder escape.”

Tang Hao sighed, a faint anger in his words.

After all, the land of Yanshan Mountain is the sacred land of martial arts in the hot summer. Now that they
are broken into, they naturally have a kind of majestic and provocative anger.

“Fine.”

“That person shouldn’t be malicious, maybe he really just came to deliver the courier.” The Juggernaut was
slightly calm.

After all, he didn’t feel the killing intent around him from beginning to end.

Moreover, the tone of the person who spoke just now was calm, as if not hostile to Yan Xia martial arts.

Speaking of this, Juggernaut and Tang Hao looked at the giant express delivery at their feet, and then at the
same time looked at the King of Fighters Mo Gucheng: “You ordered this express delivery?”

Mo Gucheng was a little dazed: “No.”

“I never shop online.”

“Moreover, I haven’t bought anything recently.”

“That’s weird. If this courier is not yours, why did the other party name it by name and ask you to sign for
it?” Tang Hao was full of doubts, only thinking that this matter was very strange.

Although they didn’t see anyone coming, but just from the roar of power just now, they all felt the power of
the other party, it was definitely the strength of the titled master!

The dignified titled master came to deliver the courier, which in itself was extremely bizarre.

What’s even more strange is that the signee doesn’t seem to know the situation.

“How do I know this?” The King of Fighters slumped his hands, then continued, “Maybe someone wants to
harm me.”

“The ghost knows what is hidden in this box.”

While speaking, the King of Fighters kicked out and kicked the wooden box in front of him directly.

He wanted to see, what is this bizarre express delivery today?



Bang~

In a bang, the wooden box in front of him was shattered immediately.

Just by listening to the rumbling, you know how hard the King of Fighters’ kick is.

The two-meter-long wooden box was shattered.

And, along with the crackling of sawdust, there was also a burst of bones and muscles.

Then, there was a harsh and painful howl.

“Ah~”

Amid the terrible screams, a figure flew out of the broken wooden box for kilometers.

Then fell into the mountains and forests, without a trace.

At that time, the King of Fighters, Tang Hao and others were stunned.

Especially Tang Hao, looked at the distance, then at the King of Fighters, and then said suspiciously: “Old
Mo, did someone fly out just now?”

The King of Fighters nodded: “I think so.”

“It looks like it really made me guess.”

“The other party is playing a Trojan horse trick with me.”

“Hidden in a wooden box, trying to assassinate me.”

“Fortunately, the King of Fighters is witty, and he is strong first.”

“My kick just now is a hard hole for the martial arts master, and there is absolutely no possibility of
survival.”
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